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The symposium statement 
The Title, "anonymous Portrait", could sound singula rl y inconsistent… For centuries, the portraiture 

has been seen not only as a genre which has to reproduce very scrupulously a man or a woman features, but it is 
also perceived, more than any other, as a "psychological" mode… Thus, how can one dare to evoke a portrait, 
which can be anonymous? 

However time which has passed before portraits, has never stopped erasing the identity of the models 
which posed for Memling, Titien, for Rembrandt, and others… Therefore we ask this (very improper) question: 
when one is face to face with a portrait which is only, repeated ad nauseam: a "portrait of a man", a "portrait of a 
woman", how can one interpret a portrait psychologically if one doesn't know anything about the model? (If it's 
not by paying the price of fiction…) To look at such a portrait, which is nothing more but that of a "Man wearing 
a glove" perhaps or possibly that of a "Lady with an ermine", what is it? If not looking at the material reality of 
the painting itself. Of a painting which silences what it is in fact highlighting … what happened with one an 
others reputation and glory? What kind of mnemonic failure is such a portrait? 

Other "anonymous portraits". What are these "portraits" (again anonymous) for which such or other 
painter reverted to a model for a test and which are not mentioning either the model’s name, paid for the 
exercise, or the fact that this very painting was just a study? In a street of A rl es , Vincent Van Gogh painted the 
portrait of a shaggy kid… Who is it? What is this portrait? 

Photographers, as for them, never restrained from having anonymous figures posed in front of their 
darkrooms, their Kodak, their Leica, their digital devices, their cell phones… But if those that posed remain 
"anonymous", are the results then actual portraits? Isn't that the question which Arbus, Goldin, or Aziz  + Cucher 
are asking us? 

And what about the anonymous portraits in various art forms? 

·          Cinema , documentary and their magnificent anonymous portraits which are nourishing our memories 
·          Video-art which plays on the small, the discrete and the anonymous to make us aware of mankind and 
history, 
·          New images and new technology arts, which are putting us with multiple interactive and visual contacts, 
in touch  with the infinite anonymity of our globalized wo rl d. 
·          Theatre and opera with their anonymous heroes, their essential second roles and their anonymous 
choruses. 
·          Literature with its ontological anonymity transformed into a figure, and all other kinds of art… 
 



This problem is essential. Today’s portraits will become tomorrow’s anonymous one.  Contemporary art does 
not make any secret of it. 
 The anonymity of the portraits raises issues of all kinds. Art history, aesthetics, philosophy, psychology, 
psychoanalysis, sociology, in fact, social sciences in general will never stop to question this appellation which is 
at the very end neither inconsistent nor absurd, the "anonymous portrait"… 


